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Welcome Khan Academy Idaho Pilot Family! We are creating a
monthly newsletter for you! The purpose of this newsletter is to
provide you with information about Khan Academy, stories about
other schools and districts, and helpful answers for your questions.
This newsletter is a combination of efforts, and we would like to
invite you to send in ideas and information for this newsletter. It
should be yours, filled with information you are looking for when
you need it. The only way to make that happen is for you to
participate. If you see something interesting, had a successful result
to a challenge, or have the solution about how to grade Khan,
please submit your stories and ideas! We hope you enjoy reading
this newsletter and look forward to hearing from you!
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The Difference a Month or Two Can Make
Eric Kellerer
Three weeks after my daughter was born, I had to be out of the country for four weeks. This was in the days before
SKYPE and cheap international calls over the Internet. I had no pictures or updates of my beautiful daughter during
that entire month. When I returned home, I was shocked by the differences that occurred in such a short time. My
wife, who had been with her the whole time, hardly noticed any of the changes.
Most of you have been in the process of implementing Khan Academy (KA) over the last six to eight weeks. In the
midst of your daily activities it might be hard to see the changes taking place in your students and in your teaching
practices, but as we continue to visit classrooms, we can see exciting changes taking place across the State.

Continued on page 2
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Teacher Highlight: Michelle Butler, 2nd Grade
Murtaugh Elementary
Michelle Butler’s Second Grade classroom is an example of a centers model of
instruction to help all students succeed in math. In Mrs. Bulter’s classroom, she
has a small group at the front of the classroom working with her on the lesson
of the day. The rest of the students are seated at their seats, with their iPads and
journals, working on Khan assignments. One student I spoke with shared with
me that he didn’t like addition with carrying at first. However, when a couple
of classmates came over and helped him, he understood how to do it and now
he likes addition with carrying. When I looked at his iPad, he was successfully
completing three and four digit addition problems with carrying. Another
student I observed was completing a three-digit subtraction problem with
borrowing. At first, it appeared that he wasn’t doing anything. When I asked
him what he was doing, he said he would show me. After borrowing from the
tens column, he then subtracted using friendly numbers, a Mathematical
Thinking for Instruction (MTI) subtraction strategy. It was a nice illustration of
the combination of solving algorithms on Khan Academy and using MTI
strategies.
Mrs. Butler’s second graders are successfully integrating MTI and Khan
Academy, while using the iPad as their device of choice. Congratulations to
Mrs. Butler and her second graders!

Cindy Orr

…he didn’t like addition
with carrying at first.
However, when a couple
of classmates came over
and helped him, he
understood how to do it
and now he likes addition
with carrying.

The Difference a Month or Two Can Make

Eric Kellerer
Continued from page 1

As you move into November, be encouraged. The newness
of KA might be wearing off, but we know that you did not
enter the teaching profession expecting quick fixes for
difficult problems. If you are seeing positive results, keep
implementing your action plan. If you are not seeing the
results you were hoping for, reflect on what you are doing
and make changes in how you are implementing Khan and
blended learning.

Indianhead Academy
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We are now entering the toddler stages of a great
project. You and your students may take a step or two and
fall. Don’t let the falls discourage you. Get back up and
take another step with your students. We have heard from
several teachers in the last couple weeks that have done just
that. They adjusted their plans, tried a new approach, and
watched their students succeed in their math goals.
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District Highlight: The Importance of a Strong IT
Staff
Cindy Orr
Many times, when a principal or teacher sees a technology grant, the faculty member becomes excited about the
project. She sees all of the possibilities for her classroom, all of the different ways the technology could improve her
teaching, and sets out to apply for the grant. While the teacher thinks about how it will change her teaching and the
different classroom management situations around the new technology, one thing that may not be considered is
whether the infrastructure is available for the technology to be implemented.
One of the unsung heroes of this Khan Academy Idaho Pilot Project is the school district IT department. While IT
departments across Idaho are smaller than what is necessary to manage a school district’s technology needs,
frequently in rural Idaho, the IT department is a single or part-time person. Often the IT person also has other
duties such as lunch duty, IDLA proctoring, Testing Coordinator, or other duties that rarely fall into the IT world.
We would like to thank all of the IT personnel who have made this pilot project possible. Many of you had to add
Chromebooks, iPads, and other wireless devices on a system that may not have been originally designed to handle
numerous wireless devices. Many of you have had to make fixes on a shoestring budget, and of course everyone
expects it to be completed by yesterday. We appreciate your patience and hard work! You are very important in the
success of blended learning and the use of Khan Academy in the classroom.

Khan Academy in Idaho Pilot Project
Statistics
232 Teachers
12,800 Students
48 Schools
570 Classrooms
$1.5 Million Dollar Grant
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Khan Academy in Idaho Pilot Project
Feature of the Month:
Need Help Late Night or
Weekends?
Cindy Orr
We understand that you
might be working on Khan
Academy late at night or on
weekends. While you are
working on Khan, that is
when you need the
assistance most, but your
coach may not be available
during that time. Where can
you go when you are stuck?
Khan Academy has created
videos of everything that has
been presented in the initial
workshop. If you go to the
Coach Resources tab, check
out the section “Virtual
Teacher Workshop.” It has
everything from “How to
Use this Virtual Workshop”
to “A Tour of the Khan
Academy Site for Coaches”
to “Make a
Recommendation.” If you
need assistance, try this
place first! Chances are,
there is a video to answer
your questions!

Question/Answer Forum:
Confusion with Reports
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Tech Hints and Ideas:
Slow Computer…is it Static
Electricity?
Jesse Buchholz
If your laptop or desktop is
running slowly try to
discharge any static
electricity from the
computer. If you have a
laptop, remove the power
and take out the battery.
Then hold down the power
button for 20-30 seconds and
that will discharge and static
buildup. With a desktop
remove the power cord and
hold the power button down
for 20-30 seconds.

Danielle Rogers

Q: Multiple teachers have reported discrepancies/confusion with KA
reports such as logged time in the Activity and Student Progress
reports, and disappearing data. Can you explain why this is
happening?
A: We are in the process of fixing some of these serious bugs where
students have lost their progress data or badges and hope to have a
solution very soon.
We unfortunately display time differently in different reports. The
"Activity" coach report and the student's individual "Activity" graph
should show the same amounts, I believe. The "minutes" displayed
in the Student Progress report uses a different method, typically only
counting time spent actively watching a video or doing a skill
problem. We will be working to make these all consistent with each
other.
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J. A. and Kathryn
Albertson Foundation is
a private family
foundation committed to
the vision of limitless
learning for all Idahoans.

A free world-class
education for anyone
anywhere
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Khan Academy Coach Directory
Here is a list of the Khan Academy coaches and their contact information.
Jesse Buchholz - jbuchholz@nnu.edu - 467-8410
Cottonwood School District, Grace Lutheran, Hillcrest High School, North Gem School District, Orofino
School District
Heidi Curtis - hlcurtis@nnu.edu - 467-8250
Emmett Middle School, Fruitland Prep, Indianhead Academy Alternative High School, Kuna Middle School,
Rivervue Academy
Bethany Haglund - bhaglund@nnu.edu - 467-8353
Eric Kellerer - ejkellerer@nnu.edu - 467-8350
Forrest M. Bird Charter School, Hope Elementary School, Idaho Department of Corrections, Kellogg High
School, Post Falls High School, Washington Elementary
Cindy Orr - corr@nnu.edu - 467-8552
Buhl School District, Burley High School, Cassia High School, Castleford School District, Gooding School
District, Jerome Middle/High School, Murtaugh School District
Danielle Rogers - drogers@nnu.edu - 467-8073
LoriAnn Sanchez - lsanchez@nnu.edu - 467-8457
Garden Valley School District, Marsing School District, Notis Jr/Sr High School, Vision Charter School
Whitney Ward - wtward@nnu.edu - 467-8354
Crossroads Middle School. Lone Star Middle School, West Middle School
Eric Werth - ewerth@nnu.edu - 467-8240
Anser Charter School, Cole Valley Christian Schools, Parma School District
Lori Werth - lwerth@nnu.edu - 467-8062
Heritage Community Charter School, Nampa Christian Schools, Riverstone International School, St. Joseph’s
Catholic School

Khan Academy in Idaho Pilot Project Timeline
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Fun Statistics
•

•

Shari Moulton’s students from
Buhl School District are in the
lead with mastered skills,
averaging 88 skills / student.

Alyssa Draves’s students from
Murtaugh Schools are in the lead
with completed problems,
averaging 80 problems / student.

J.A. & Kathryn
Albertson
Foundation
501 Baybrook Court
Boise, Idaho 83706

Khan Academy is taking off in Idaho! Kuna,
Caldwell, and Post Falls are the top 3 Idaho
cities with the highest percent increase of Khan
Academy usage compared to last year

City / Town

% Increase from Last Year

1. Kuna

23,016%

2. Caldwell

1,625%

3. Post Falls

857%

